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The strongback retrofit utilised a number of steel beams to provide 
an alternative load path from the span of the floor to the support. As 
shown in the drawing below, steel beams were fixed to the hollow-
core unit by means of screw-anchors and supported by a seating 
angle at the support beam. 
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01
Hollow-core floors are precast concrete flooring solutions with a 
high prevalence in the existing New Zealand building stock. Past 
earthquake events and experimental research have exposed critical 
vulnerabilities that can lead to collapse of these flooring elements. 
Three main failure mechanisms have been identified, namely Loss of 
Support, Negative Moment Failure and Positive Moment Failure (see 
Figures on right). 

This research study aims to provide the New Zealand engineering 
community with new comprehensive retrofit solutions that can 
address the failure modes and prevent floor collapse in future 
earthquakes. 
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Two wire-ropes spanned underneath and parallel to each hollow-core 
unit and were deflected by diverters. Stiffeners welded to the seating 
angles provided anchorage to the wire-ropes. The cables were initially 
installed slack so that displacements due to dilation of the support 
structure could be accommodated without damaging the flooring 
units. 
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— Light members → Ease of installation.
— Performed well with little vertical offset.

04 ConclusionConclusion
Retrofit performance

 —  Strongback retrofit performed well and could keep the severely    
damaged floor on the same level as the support.

 —  Cable catch retrofit successfully prevented floor collapse but  
required the floor to drop substantially.
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— High complexity in design and installation.
— Floor needs to drop to engage with cables.
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Design guidance for the strongback retrofit was recently published [1].

       ↳ May impact diaphragm resistance. 

The cable system can be designed to fit around existing services 
within the ceiling space.
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